VERSTERKINGSVLIES
P.T.B.-MEMBRAAN WATERDICHT

[

Nonwoven polypropylene
reinforcement in edges and corners

Application
Versterkingsvlies P.T.B.-MEMBRAAN WATERDICHT can be used as a reinforcement
cloth for P.T.B.-MEMBRAAN WATERDICHT. The application of a reinforcement cloth
allows to achieve thicker layers in the system. Can be applied to reinforce corners.

Directions for use

Packaging

The reinforcement cloth is made of thermally welded polypropylene fibers and
can resist the action of chemicals. The cloth is flexible and can easily be applied on
edges and in corners.
On critical places as e.g. in corners and around tubes, apply the reinforcement cloth
in the first fresh layer of P.T.B. MEMBRAAN WATERDICHT. Impregnate immediately
the reinforcement cloth with fresh P.T.B.-MEMBRAAN WATERDICHT. Then apply the
second and third layer. The total thickness of the system should be at least 1 mm.
Available in boxes of 12 rolls (length : 25 m/roll and width : 12 cm )

TECHNICAL DATA
Quality
Colour
Stabilization
Specific weight (DIN 53854)
Thickness
Max. long. / trans. tensile force
Elongation

PP filament
White
Thermal
ca. 50 g/m2
ca. 300 µm
ca. 115 N / 90 N
ca. 95%

As the applications of our products are diverse, no single application guideline can be laid down. All product data reflect the state of
knowledge of our products at the time of publication. Therefore all suggestions and recommendations concerning the use of our products
are merely illustrative. Apply the product on a small and insignificant spot before starting to use our products to be sure the desired result
is obtained. Always ask for the technical sheet of our products. Visit the website www.compaktuna.be. Consult our “technical department”
which can be reached for free on the green number 0800/92279. The Dutch text shall be exclusively binding. Version 10/02/2014.
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